Evaluation criteria

Practicals (2 x 15 points; 20% of total)
- Work assignments during practical sessions, to be returned via e-mail.
- Tentatively late-October and late-November.

Journal Club (30 points; 20% of total)
- Short (15’) presentation of a relevant paper, each student will present a different paper.
- Held in the final part of the term (tentatively January).

Group project (50 points; 33% of total)
- Code, data and written report to hand in (at least) ten days before exam.
- Each group will have a different project.
- Groups of 2-3 students.

Final oral examination (40 points; 26% of total)
- Discussion of the project and written report (February session only).
- Questions from the course material.

Optional bonuses, e.g.:
- Interesting contribution to lecture

Score converted to thirty points maximum
- Threshold for 18 will be ca. 50% of the maximum score, in each part.